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Abstract
Three-dimensional (3D) microwave cavities have been extensively used for coupling
and interacting with superconducting quantum bits (qubits), providing a versatile
platform for quantum control experiments and for realizing hybrid quantum systems.
While having high quality factors (>106 ) superconducting cavities do not permit
magnetic ﬁeld control of qubits. In contrast, cavities made of normal metals are
transparent to magnetic ﬁelds, but experience lower quality factors (∼104 ). We have
created a hybrid cavity which is primarily composed of aluminium but also contains a
small copper insert reaching the internal quality factor of 105 , an order of
magnitude improvement over all previously tested normal metal cavities. In order to
demonstrate precise magnetic control, we performed spectroscopy of three
superconducting qubits, where individual control of each qubit’s frequency was
exerted with small external wire coils. An improvement in quality factor and magnetic
ﬁeld control makes this 3D hybrid cavity an attractive new element for circuit
quantum electrodynamics experiments.
Keywords: circuit QED; superconducting qubit; 3D microwave cavity; magnetic
control

1 Introduction
Three-dimensional (D) cavities with embedded superconducting qubits [] have become
one of the main platforms for circuit quantum electrodynamics experiments [, ], and are
also being used in conjunction with other quantum systems [–]. Within this architecture, the coherence of superconducting qubits has drastically improved, which shed light
on the origin of coherence limitations []. Another advantage of this architecture is high
internal quality factors (Q’s) of D cavities. The quality factor can reach as much as ∼
(see Ref. [] and references therein) and Q’s of the order of  can be reached without special attention to manufacturing and material purity. Superconducting D cavities are not
without drawbacks, however. The walls of superconductive cavities perfectly screen the
interior of the cavity from external magnetic ﬁelds, preventing ﬂux control of the embedded qubits. Thermalization of the embedded devices is diﬃcult, since superconductors,
unlike normal metals, are bad thermal conductors. The common way around of these issues is to use cavities made from normal metal instead, but these have substantially smaller
Q’s of the order of , []. More sophisticated measures to reduce losses and thermalize the cavity walls were also investigated []. In addition, tunability of a superconducting
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qubit in a fully superconducting cavity has been realized [] by having a part of the chip
with the SQUID loop of the qubit outside of the cavity. While this method allows to retain
high quality factor of the cavity it requires a speciﬁc design of the qubit and might not be
well-suited for hybrid quantum systems.

2 Results
In this work we present measurements completed in a D microwave cavity of rectangular geometry with dimensions . mm × . mm × . mm. The majority of
this cavity was machined out of standard aluminium (alloy ) with a small insert machined out of oxygen free copper (C) as shown in Figure (b). The cavity has two
microwave ports which can be used for either transmission or reﬂection measurements.
Transmission measurements were used to perform spectroscopy and time-domain characterization of superconducting qubits placed inside the cavity. The internal Q of the cavity was determined by measuring the bare cavity in reﬂection, with the second port disconnected. All room-temperature measurements were performed with a vector network
analyzer (VNA). Low temperature measurements were done in a dilution refrigerator with
use of additional ﬁltering of the microwave lines, a low-noise HEMT ampliﬁer to amplify

Figure 1 Measurement setup and device description. (a) Simpliﬁed diagram of the measurement setup
at Millikelvin temperatures. The device under test (DUT) is a microwave cavity which properties are tested
either by transmission or reﬂection measurements from its ports. To perform reﬂection measurements,
a microwave tone (RF1) is applied to the output port of the cavity via a circulator (C). The reﬂected signal is
ampliﬁed by a high-electron-mobility transistor (HEMT) ampliﬁer at 4 K and a chain of room temperature (RT)
ampliﬁers. The sample sits at 20 mK and is isolated from the higher temperature stages by an additional
circulator in series. The ampliﬁed signal is down-converted to an intermediate frequency of 25 MHz in an IQ
mixer, driven by a dedicated LO, and is digitized by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) for data analysis. To
perform transmission measurement a microwave signal (RF2) is applied to the input port of the cavity. For
spectroscopy of the qubits, an additional excitation microwave tone (RF3) is applied together with the
measurement signal. The magnetic ﬁeld inside the cavity is controlled by three coils attached to the exterior
of the cavity and wired to individual current sources (DC) at room temperature. (b) 3D model of the cavity
with a chip containing three ﬂux tunable transmon qubits. Most of the cavity body is made of Al (gray) with a
Cu insert (brown). The Cu insert allows magnetic ﬁeld from the three mounted coils to penetrate the interior
of the cavity for individual control of all qubits frequencies. In addition, the Cu insert provides a beneﬁcial
thermal link to the chip. (c) Magniﬁed image of the three transmon qubits on the chip. Each qubit consists of
two Al capacitor plates connected via a line interrupted by a micron size DC SQUID (not visible at this scale).
(d) Photograph of the cavity parts. To reduce losses due to possible gaps between Cu and Al parts, ∼2 μm of
Al were evaporated on the surfaces of the Cu insert which get in contact with Al.
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the transmitted/reﬂected signal, and circulators to isolate the cavity from any noise from
the ampliﬁer and also to separate incoming and reﬂected signals when measuring in reﬂection (see Figure (a)).
We ﬁrst performed a characterization of the cavity without superconducting qubits. The
lowest resonant mode of the cavity (TE) without a chip was found at . GHz at a
temperature of ∼ mK. The internal quality factors of the cavities with similar geometries made only out of Cu were found to be , at room temperature and , at
 mK. The internal quality factor of aluminium cavity made of the same alloy were found
, and , at room and milliKelvin temperatures, respectively. As the cavities
interior surface of the copper insert was designed to be normal to the electric ﬁeld of the
mode of interest, we expected Ohmic losses due to induced currents in the normal metal
to be minimized, with internal Q of the hybrid cavity being substantially higher than one
for the Cu cavity.
To experimentally determine the internal Q we measured in reﬂection from one port of
the cavity, with the second port closed with Al tape. We adjusted the coupling of the port
to obtain an external quality factor close to the value of the expected internal Q. Our ﬁrst
low temperature measurement of the hybrid cavity yielded Q ∼ ,, only a moderate
improvement compared to Cu cavity. We attributed this behavior to small gaps between
the superconducting and normal-metal interface of the cavity arising from the insert due
to the manufacturing process (order of μm) and to roughness of the copper surface. Recent
results also demonstrated that interfaces between diﬀerent parts of the D cavities play a
crucial role in deﬁning their quality factors [].
To better thermalize our qubit to the dilution refrigerator, the normal metal copper is in
contact with the chip. The chip is placed between the two halves of the cavity, where one
side of the chip faces the copper, and the other Al. While beneﬁcial for thermalizing the
qubit, this speciﬁc design can incur more losses due to an air gap between some parts of
the cavity.
To avoid losses in potential gaps in any mating faces, we deposited ∼ μm of Al on all
Cu surfaces which are in contact with the Al cavity (the copper insert after evaporation of
Al and other parts are shown in Figure (d)). Before deposition the surface of the copper
inserts facing the interior of the cavity was covered with Al tape. Deposition was done in
e-beam evaporator at a ◦ angle to taped surface under constant rotation of the insert
about the deposition direction. After that procedure, and sealing the cavities mating faces
with indium wire to ensure light tightness, the cavity demonstrated a Q = ,, which
is an order of magnitude improvement over the quality factor of the bare copper cavity.
An additional measurement of the same cavity several months later showed a decrease of
internal Q to the value of ,, which we associated with oxidation of the evaporated
Al ﬁlm. The quality factor of the cavity showed no power dependence within a wide range
of powers from approx. – dBm to – dBm (∼  -– photons in the cavity).
The power-independence of the internal Q in a wide range suggests that two-level ﬂuctuators do not play a dominant role in dissipation. The high internal quality factor of the
cavity fully made of Al also proves that losses in a superconducting part are negligible.
We, therefore, suggest that the losses are dominated by Ohmic losses in the copper insert
especially along the interfaces with superconducting parts.
To demonstrate individual control of three superconducting qubits with an external
magnetic ﬁeld we used three transmon type qubits. The qubits were fabricated on an in-
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trinsic Si substrate of size  mm by  mm, with a thickness of  μm (see Figure (c)) in a
single step of electron beam lithography followed by shadow evaporation of two Al layers
of  nm and  nm thick with an oxidation step between the depositions. Each qubit
consisted of two planar capacitor plates  μm wide by  μm tall. The plates were
separated by  μm and connected via a line interrupted by a micron size DC SQUID,
playing the role of a magnetically tunable Josephson junction. The chip was placed in between the two halves of the cavity and magnetic ﬂux supplied by three superconducting
coils (two smaller and one larger) attached to the copper cavity were used to individually
control the transition frequencies of all three qubits. The coils had , turns of  μm
superconducting wire and their diameters were  mm and  mm for large and small coils,
respectively. The coil setup is virtually identical to one used to control three superconducting qubits coupled to a coplanar waveguide cavity on a chip [].
The input and output ports of the cavity were then coupled asymmetrically for measuring qubit spectroscopy in transmission, with corresponding external quality factors
of Qin  , and Qout  , (the output coupling was substantially increased to
also perform time domain characterization of the qubits, data is not presented here). The
fundamental mode of the cavity was shifted down to . GHz due to the insertion of
the chip. A typical spectrum of all of the qubits as function of the electrical current applied to one of the coils is shown in Figure (a). As the distance between qubits is small
compared to the size of the magnetic coils, any current applied through one coil aﬀects
all qubits, as can be seen in Figure (a). The mutual inductances between the coils and
qubits’ SQUID loops can be determined by ﬁtting the spectrum to the expected theoret
ical function: hfi = (EJmax,i | cos(πi / )|Ec )/ – Ec , where i = oﬀset,i + j Mij Ij and 
is the magnetic ﬂux quantum. The charging energy of the transmon is ﬁxed by the geometry of capacitor pads and was chosen to be Ec /h =  MHz. The maximum Josephson
energy of the SQUID at zero magnetic ﬁeld EJmax,i , the ﬂux oﬀset oﬀset,i and the mutual in-

Figure 2 Three qubit spectroscopy. (a) Spectroscopy of the three transmon qubits. The x axis indicates the
electrical current value driven through the larger magnetic coil mounted to the cavity. The y axis shows the
frequency of the excitation tone sent to the input of the cavity together with the measurement tone. The
color indicates transmission of the measurement tone through the cavity at its resonance frequency,
recalibrated at each bias current with no excitation. The background transmission was subtracted for each
bias current for clarity. The dashed black curves indicate a ﬁt to the expected magnetic dependencies of the
transmon frequencies allowing extraction of the mutual inductances between the coil and SQUID loops for
each qubit. (b) Once the mutual inductance matrix between the coils and the qubits is extracted one can
realize individual control of the qubit frequencies. In this example two of the qubits are kept at the chosen
frequencies of 5.705 and 6.195 GHz, respectively, while the third qubit was made to change its frequency
linearly with the bias parameters. The dashed black lines are shown as a guide for the eye. The inset shows a
zoom in on the avoided level crossing observed around (5.705 + 6.195)/2 = 5.950 GHz (the frequency is
indicated by a dashed line in the inset).
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ductances Mij are the determined by the ﬁtting the modulation of the frequency of qubit i
when current is applied to coil j. In the case that the coupling of the coils to diﬀerent qubits
are suﬃciently diﬀerent, the matrix can then be diagonalized, inverted and used for arbitrary control of the qubits frequencies. To demonstrate this, we ﬁxed the frequencies of
two qubits at . GHz and . GHz and tuned the frequency of the third qubit linearly
(see Figure (b)). Figure (a) shows that the frequency modulations of the qubits are not
perfectly periodic, most probably from the rearrangement of pinned magnetic vortices
when changing external magnetic ﬂux. Nonetheless, with ﬁne adjustments of the mutual
inductance matrix, it is always possible to achieve precise frequency control for all qubits.
This individual control over the qubits allowed us, for example, to see interesting spectrum features with clarity. In particular, an exchange interaction between the qubits mediated by resonator photons, manifested in the avoided level crossings of the qubit spectral
lines [], can be clearly seen for the third qubit at . GHz. Within the avoided level
crossing, the eigenstates of the system are superpositions of the ground and excited states
of the bare (non-interacting) qubits. The top spectral line of the avoided level crossing
at ∼. GHz shows a clear gap corresponding to the anti-symmetric dark state which
cannot be excited due to its symmetry [].
It is interesting to note that in addition to the well-known features of the spectrum described, there are also some spectrum particularities not described by the conventional
models. More speciﬁcally while the avoided level crossing at . GHz is clearly visible,
there is no observable avoided level crossing for another pair of qubits at . GHz. This
phenomenon cannot be accounted for by the Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian, describing
several qubits interacting to a single quantized mode of electromagnetic ﬁeld []. We
speculate that the coupling through the resonator is compensated by the direct dipoledipole interaction between the closest qubits which gives rise to the exchange interaction
of opposite sign. Similar behavior has been observed but not reported for the system of
three qubits [] but has never been studied in details.
In addition, a smaller avoided level crossing of the third qubit was observed half-way
between the frequencies of the ﬁrst and second qubits at ∼. GHz. From the frequency
matching conditions it may be attributed the process where two excitations of the third
qubit are exchanged with excitations of the ﬁrst and second qubits. This process cannot
be explained neither by the Tavis-Cummings model nor by inclusion of the direct dipoledipole coupling. There is also a more complex higher order transition pattern that can also
be seen on the background of the spectrum as faint lines. These complex peculiarities of
the spectrum may be subject of further investigation using D hybrid cavities with ﬂux
control.

3 Conclusions
In this work we presented a new type of hybrid D cavity which can reach internal quality
factors an order of magnitude greater compared to pure normal metal cavities without
loosing the ability to use magnetic ﬂux as a control parameter. The higher internal Q can
oﬀer longer life-times of the magnetically tunable qubits within D circuit QED architecture. The losses are dominated by the Ohmic losses in along the mating surfaces of the
normal metal insert. Recently developed method for D printing [] can possibly allow
to manufacturing seamless hybrid cavity with higher internal Qs. In addition decreasing
internal photon losses while maintaining the strong coupling of the cavity mode to the
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external circuitry is a necessary condition for the quantum networking with microwave
photons. Finally, a cavity with both the large internal Q and the magnetically control may
ﬁnd vast applications in experiments with hybrid quantum systems.
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